VISTA DEL MAR EXCLUSIVE RESIDENCE

Seven Mile Corridor, Grand Cayman
Price: US$7,495,000

MLS#: 413082

Property Type: Residential

Status: Current

Bedrooms: 6

Bathrooms: 7

Listing Type: House

Built: 2005

Square Feet: 10500

View: Canal View, Canal Front

Foundation: Slab

Furnished: Yes

Garage: 2

Pool: Yes

Den: Yes

Stories: 2
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DIRECTLY OUT OF THE PAGES OF ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST, this magnificent palatial
family residence is exceptional. Incredible lush landscaping, including natural
flora of Cayman frames 10,500 thousand square feet of pure elegance. Built with
outstanding integrity and designed to encapsulate the prevailing winds of the
infinite North South Ocean. Located on the peripheral of the exclusive gated
community of Vista Del Mar this Residence is located on the South East junction of
Vista Drive and forms part of the distinguished Vista Del Mar community. This
sprawling family home spans over two floors and was completely remodeled in
2016. The living spaces are open and boast a classical West Indian interior feel
using soft furnishings fused with stone, mosaic, marble and solid wood features.
The chefs kitchen is truly the heart of this home, stunning cabinetry and chef
grade appliances. The light spills into this gorgeous space and onto the formal
dining room fit for wonderful family gatherings. Separate quarters allows for live
in nanny. The family room is created to lounge and watch movies on massive
projector screen and the office with its unique millwork is designed to create the
perfect private home office with wonderful water views onto the canal and out
onto the North Sound. The master suite is incredible, this offers the ultimate
retreat, his and her walk-in-closets, stunning enormous bathroom with pristine
finishes creating a sense of calm and serenity. The magic of this master is its spills
onto an outdoor porch area with infinite ocean views and spectacular sunrises. All
of the other ensuite bedrooms on this floor are stunning, tall ceilings and brilliant
natural light abounds. If the inside of this estate is luxurious and captivating the
outside space will mesmerize you. Private Zen gardens, private jacuzzi, fabulous
infinity swimming pool with 12.5m swim lane. The stunning outdoor kitchen and
beamed wood ceilings of the lanai offer such a spectacular outdoor dining
experience for friends and family. Moor your boat and bring your family home to
possibly one of the most incredible homes for sale in the Cayman Islands.
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